
 

Abstract—In order to improve the cellular energy efficiency, 

and without sacrificing the quality of service (QoS) at the user, 

we minimize the total power consumption. In the paper, under 

the downlink massive MIMO system, a large number of 

antennas at base station use to serve multi-users within the 

same cell. The article derives signal dynamic transmitted 

power, this problem has shown having a hidden convex 

optimization, we utilize convex optimization to solve the 

solutions effectively, and propose optimization algorithm that 

dynamically assigns energy to users, reduces the loss of energy. 

Under the same conditions and assumptions, we analyze and 

compare the performance of conventional maximum ratio 

transmission (MRT) and zero-forcing (ZF) scheme with 

optimization algorithm. The simulation results show that they 

are consistent with the theoretical results, and show the 

performance of optimization algorithm is better than the ZF, 

ZF better than the MRT under the same conditions. 

 

Index Terms—Maximal-ratio-transmission (MRT), 

zero-forcing (ZF), optimization algorithm, massive MIMO, 

downlink transmission power. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

With the development of communication systems, the 

demand for data services are growing. However, the 

bandwidth of the wireless communication system is always 

limited by costs of the radio spectrum. Any increase in the 

data rate, and without increasing the bandwidth, but the 

power consumption is reduced, so that the system is more 

efficient in power efficiency and spectrum efficiency and 

the cost is relatively low [1]. To meet the demand, in the 

past these years, massive MIMO, that is massive multiple 

input multiple output, communication system has become a 

hot issue, which can greatly improve the spectrum 

efficiency and energy efficiency [2].  

Massive MIMO has the great potential, attracting the 

interests of many researchers, they focus on the energy 

efficiency and spectral efficiency of the cellular 

communication system [2], [3], [4]. Linear precoding 

scheme plays a major role in signal processing of massive 

MIMO. In [5], in the case of the downlink massive MIMO, 

the author analyzed the performance of spectral efficiency 

and energy efficiency and reliability of link using ZF 

precoding. In [6], the author compared the vector 

normalization and the matrix of MRT and ZF precoding in 

the downlink. In [7], in the case of the achievable data rate 

in a multi-cell downlink, the authors compared the 

performance of regularized zero-forcing (RZF) and eigen 
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beamforming (BF). In [8], with ZF, MRT and MMSE, that 

is Minimum Mean Square Error, the authors analyzed the 

spectral efficiency in the single-cell downlink of massive 

MIMO system. 

Although the above articles provide good results 

regarding the performance of linear precoding schemes, they 

did not compare the quality of service (QoS) and transmit 

power under the same conditions and at the same time in a 

single cell downlink scenarios. In [8], the authors analyzed 

the performance of various precoding schemes of spectral 

efficiency in the case of a single-cell downlink, fixed the 

same signal value to interference to noise ratio at the 

precoders is not a good analysis. 

This paper compares and analyzes the performance of 

MRT and ZF precoding and optimization algorithm in terms 

of the achievable data rate and the total transmit power in 

the downlink massive MIMO system in a single cell, under 

the same assumptions. We assume perfect channel 

acquisition, our goal is to minimize the total transmitted 

power. We show that the optimization problem with a 

hidden convex structure, the solution is proved to 

dynamically allocate the optimal transmitted power to each 

user.  
 

II. SYSTEM MODEL 

A. Channel Model 

As shown in Fig. 1, the system is a base station (BS) 

equipped with M antennas to serve K single-antenna mobile 

user, using the same time-frequency resources under a 

single-cell downlink The channel is Gaussian MIMO 

channel with assume perfect channel state information. 

 

 
Fig. 1. A single cell downlink massive MIMO system. 

 

The channel model to users K is a block-fading, let hk, 
1 M

kh C   denote the channel vector between the BS and 

the kth user. The system channel vector between the BS and 
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all the users is H as channel matrix. The elements of H are 

independent and identically distributed complex Gaussian 

variables with zero mean and unit variance. 

The receiver vector is given by: 

 

nHWSnHxy              (1) 

 

where H is a K×M channel matrix, x is the transmitter vector, 

S is the receiver signal matrix, and n is noise, and W is a 

M×K matrix. The signal received by the kth user after using 

the precoding scheme is given by 
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The information symbols are denoted sk from the BS to 

user k and subject to independent Gaussian distribution with 

zero mean and unit-variance, that is sk ~ CN(0,1), for k = 

1,…, K, The precoding vector of kth user is denoted by wk, 
1 M

k Cw , and the system formed matrix is W. 

where hkwksk is the desired signal, 



K

ki
i iik swh1 is the 

interference, that is inter-user interference. The term nk ~ 

CN (0, 2

k ) is the complex Gaussian noise with zero-mean 

and variance 2

k . 

The kth user received signal to interference plus noise 

ratio can be expressed as [9] 
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kSINR  is the kth user's signal to interference plus noise 

ratio, which is a function of the precoding vector. 
The methods to quantify the communication system 

performance is the Quality of service (QoS), that is the 

achievable data rate denoted as R, we wish to minimize the 

total power and to meet the QoS constraints of each user, the 

QoS constraint is specifying information rate , to make each 

user achieve data rates, is defined as 

kkSINR  )1(log2
,where

k is fixed, achieved by 

applying successive interference cancellation on the own 

information symbols and treating the co-user symbol as 

noise. 

In a single-cell downlink massive MIMO system ,each 

user data rate is up R with perfect channel state information 

for , that is satisfied with QoS, as follow the R represent data 

rate k , the achievable data rate can be expressed as  

 

)1(log2 ksum SINRKR            (4) 

 

B. Maximum-Ratio-Transmission (MRT) Precoding 

MRT is a linear precoding technology, which maximizes 

the signal gain at the expected user [8]. Assuming Pd as the 

total power of the downlink, the MRT precoding utilized by 

the BS is written as 
 

HHW                     (5) 

 

For large values of M and K, the related 
kSINR  of MRT 

precoding is given as [9] 
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From (4), the achievable data rate with MRT can be 

deduced as  
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Substituting (6) into (7), gives 
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Taking exponential of both sides we have 
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C. Zero-Forcing (ZF) Precoding 

ZF is a linear precoding technology in which the 

inter-user interference can be cancelled out at each user [8]. 

Assuming the total power of the downlink is Pd, the ZF 

precoding employed by the BS is written as 
 

1)(  HH HHHW              (10) 

 

For large values of M and K, the related kSINR  of the 

kth user is given as [9] 
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From (4), the achievable data rate with ZF can be 

deduced as 
 

)1(log2
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Substituting (11) into (12), gives 
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Taking exponential of both sides we have  
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D. Optimization Algorithm 

From the above equations (6) and (11),the derivation can 

be seen, the total downlink power is fixed and equally 

divided to each user, in order to focus the energy 

transmitting to the user, then proposing dynamic transmit 

power dividing to each user, we want to minimize the total 

power and to meet QoS (quality of service) of each user, we 

propose optimization algorithm, the transmission power 

consumption can be expressed as [10]: 

 

 


K

k kwP
1

2
              (15) 

 

The aggregation of the emitted powers,  

K

k kw
1

2
, 

each multiplied with a constant 1  accounting for the 

inefficiency of the power amplifier at this transmitter. 

Meanwhile, considering the actual situation, the power of 

each antenna is limited, setting by each BS antenna is prone 

to L power constraints, expressed as follows [11]:  

 

LlqwQw
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      (16) 

 

The weighting matrix MM

l CQ  is positive 

semi-definite. The corresponding power limit is 0lq , the 

parameters Ql, ql are fixed, our numerical evaluation 

considers every antenna constraints of q, given by L = M, ql 

= q, l  and Ql with one at lth diagonal element and zero 

elsewhere. We are now ready to formulate our optimization 

problem. We want to minimize the total power consumption 

while satisfying the QoS constraints and the power 

constraints, thus 
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We will prove that (17) can be reformulated as a convex 

optimization problem and thus is solvable in polynomial 

time using standard algorithms. Moreover, the 

power-minimizing solution is self-organizing in the sense 

that only one or a few transmitters will serve each user. The 

QoS constraints in (17) are complicated functions of the 

precoding vectors, making the problem non-convex in its 

original formulation in [11].  

We will prove that it has an underlying convex structure 

that can be extracted using semi-definite relaxation. To 

achieve a convex reformulation of (10), we use the notation 
H

kkk wwW  , k , This matrix should be a positive 

semi-definite, denoted as 0kW , and have 1)( kWrank . 

Note that the rank can be zero, which implies that 0kW , 

we always rewrite (17) compactly as 
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where the QoS targets have been transformed into 
kSINR  

targets of kk

k  ,12~  . The non-convex problem 

transformed into a convex programming, we can use convex 

optimization to calculate the total transmit power, to 

minimize the total power, to achieve the highest energy 

efficiency. 
Theorem 1. Consider the semi-definite relaxation of (11) 

where the rank constraints 1)( kWrank  are removed. 

This becomes a convex semi-definite optimization problem. 

It have an optimal solution },{
*

kWk   where all matrices 

satisfy 1)(
*
kWrank . 

Proof: The proof is given in the appendix. 

This theorem shows that the original problem (17) can be 

solved as a convex optimization problem. This means that 

the optimal solution is guaranteed in polynomial time [11]; 

Further structure of the optimal solution can be obtained.  

 

III. NUMERICAL EVALUATIONS 

In order to verify the above theory, we use matlab for 

theoretical simulation, the number of mobile users is fixed at 

10. This section describes the results of the analysis and the 

algorithm in a scene depicted in the figures shown in Fig. 1, 

we assume that the small scale Rayleigh 

fading, )1,0(~ CNhk
, correlated matrix is spatially 

uncorrelated. 

We first analyzed the effect of having different numbers 

of antennas in a single-cell, BS is fixed, 10 users are 

randomly distributed, where HzsbitK k //2,10   , the 

total emitted power increases as the number of antennas 

becomes smaller, the simulation shown in Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 2. The total power in the scenario of Fig. 1. We consider different NBS, 

while the QoS constraints are 2 bits/s/Hz. 
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From Fig. 2, we can see that MRT desired power is 

maximum, ZF desired power is center, and the optimization 

algorithm desired power is minimum, the power increases as 

the number of antennas, the total transmit power along with 

the change of the data rate varies, where K=10, M=200, the 

simulation as shown in Fig. 3. 

From Fig. 3, we can see that MRT desired power is 

maximum, ZF desired power is center, and the optimization 

algorithm desired power is minimum, the power increases as 

the QoS constraints. 
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Fig. 3. The total power in the scenario of Fig. 1, with M=200, we consider 

different QoS constraints. 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

The energy efficiency of the cellular network can be 

increased at the BS using massive MIMO, we show that the 

limited power can be minimized by solving a convex 

optimization problem to achieve, considering the dynamic 

transmission power, we provide promising results, and the 

power consumption can be greatly improved. 

The results show in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, with the increasing 

the number of BS antennas, the required downlink 

transmission power is reduction. In addition, the 

performance of the three schemes are compared, then 

showing that optimization algorithms needed power is less 

than ZF, ZF needed power is less than the MRT from 40 to 

200 BS antenna, which also verified the theoretical results. 

APPENDIX 

To prove Theorem 1. The relaxed problem is a 

semi-definite optimization problem of standard form. Just as 

shown in [12], there might exist high-rank solutions. But 

there often exist an optimization solution with 

1)(
*
kWrank , k . To prove, we suppose there exist an 

optimal solution },{
**

kWk   with 1)(
**
kWrank , k . 

We can replace **

kW  by any 0V , this can always 

maximize
k

H

k Vhh subject to 

lWQtrVQtrWtrVtr kllk  ),()(),()( ****
, not using more 

emitted power than **

kW and kihWhVhh ik

H

ik

H

k  ,  

(that is not causing more interference than 
**

kW ). One 

solution is 
**

kWV  , but [12] shows problems of that form 

often have rank-one solutions. 
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